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Turkey Fun Shoot 2018
Our annual Turkey Fun
Shoot was our last event of
2018 and again was a huge
success. A larger then normal participation from the
membership was evident by
registration among all four
fun shooting games.
Our resident cooks of Jim
Riga and Mark Santoni
managed to prepare a delicious full turkey dinner
from the deep fryer.
Without the assistance of
both David Fitzerman and
Catherine Ernst-Spindler,
the meal would not have
been able to satisfy the
hungry crowd.
Winners of the shooting
games that is always a huge
hit and fun activity that
truly requires some expert
shooting skills, were as follows:

Pickle Shoot
John Sherbino
Chip & Break
Mike Ivanic
Wipe your Eye
Bill Roberts &
Nic Neumann
Walk Up Stn 8 Low
Mike Ivanic
The last event witnessed
Mike Ivanic smashing the
low house target a mere 10’
from the house.
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Stephen Ruffino, Douglas
Down, Bob Black, Gary
Tisdale, Bill Templeton,
Tom MacFarlane, Trevor
Teglas, Jennifer Wollin,
and Janice Ezard.
The 2019 event is looking
to change up tradition for
the meal format to perhaps
a pot-luck, BBQ or any other suggestions are welcomed.
Santa managed to visit
and smashed a few clays of
his own!

Each winner was the
proud receiver of a frozen
turkey, thanks to all who
participated.
Special thanks to all the
volunteers that made our
event a success, they are,
Tony Raponi, Don Barnes,

Points of interest:
 Jessie Camp Fund Raise
Skeet Shoot - Aug 24th
 Spring Clean-Up—TBA
 Open House - May 25th
 Skeet Clinic - TBA
 Memorial Shoot - TBA

Kit Shop
The club has a great variety of kit shop items including t-shirts, ball caps, lapel
pins, and crests, not to
mention the 25 straight
achievement pins for both
trap and skeet, all at great
prices.
These items are a great
way to help promote the

club’s existence and are of
a high quality and plenty of
stock on hand.
Let’s encourage the purchase of such items to help
display the proud reputation of the range that we
all enjoy. These items
make great gifts at anytime of the year.

Get yours today!
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2nd Clay Delay Remote
Due to the success of our first clay
delay remote system for skeet, the
club has purchased a second clay delay remote squad-puller.
This second remote can be used on
any of the skeet fields 1, 2 or 3. This
remote is identical to our existing
model and uses both the 9v battery
and the watch disc battery on the
hand-held button assembly.
This certainly is a valuable asset
especially in the wintery weather with
an accumulation of snow on the fields
and eliminating the effort of having to
drag a cord through the snow banks
causing damage.

The Executive and Equipment Manager kindly ask that special attention
and care is given to these two pieces of
equipment to ensure they last. This
means not leaving them installed at
the end of the day and that they are
secured inside the clubhouse for security reasons.

These pieces of equipment provide a
great capability for throwing targets
and very rarely malfunction. Let’s
take care of them!

The Equipment Manager also asks
that if the unit becomes faulty for any
reason of either low battery or malfunction, that you kindly reframe
from trying to fix it yourself and advise the Equipment Manager to prevent damage to units by members not
familiar with how to repair.

Visits by Non-Members
The club welcomes visitors and
guests throughout the entire season to
come and experience our clay target
disciplines and to learn about our facility and membership opportunities.
We encourage those non-members to
ask questions, and try their hand at
smashing some clays of their own under direct supervision of course. Having said that, the club does have a
policy that states non-members are
entitled to visit our facility to shoot

clays up to a maximum of 3 x times
per calendar year (Jan –Dec). This
means they can come for 3 x visits to
shoot clays and pay the non-member
fee before we encourage them to purchase a membership.

full membership the following season
will suit them. This policy ensures
our regular full membership fees remain fair. Let’s ensure we enforce the
club policy and encourage new memberships.

The club offers a very affordable
membership fee for new members after Jun 1st as a one-time only offer to
enable them to become a member,
experience the benefits for the rest of
the season so they can determine if a

Multi-Discipline Shoot
The Executive is planning on conducting a new fun shooting event this
season called a Multi-Discipline Fun
Shoot. This will involve the skills of
trap, skeet and sporting clays.
This will be a shoot of 100 targets
with a breakdown of 25 for skeet and
trap and the normal 50 targets for
sporting clays. The concept will be a
continuous flow starting with the 25
targets of skeet, then proceed to 25
targets for trap, then finish with 50

targets on the sporting clays range.
This event will cost approx. $40.00
and non-members are welcome to participate.
Attentively scheduled for Jun 22nd
and more information will be forthcoming as the details are finalized.
We anticipate a good turnout being a
new event and then we can truly see
who the rounded clay shooters are for
trap, skeet and sporting clays.

Stay tuned for the pre-registration
requirements in order to determine
squads of 5 x shooters. Thanks.
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Shotgun Quiz
Let’s see how well you think you
know your firearm, test your
knowledge below.
Q1. What contemporary shotgun
gauge is the most popular?
8 gauge, 12 gauge, 20 gauge
Q2. A 12G load delivers roughly
the same energy as how many
rounds from a .45 automatic Colt
pistol?
2 rounds, 3 rounds or 4 rounds
Q3. Expressed as gauge, the .410
bore shotgun is what size?
67 gauge, 43 gauge, 32 gauge

Answers
Q4. Compared with a 12G shotgun, how much less recoil does a
20G have?

Q1 = 12g
Q2 = 4 rounds
Q3 = 67G

20% less, 45% less, 60% less

Q4 = 45%

Q5. At what range is a shotgun’s
pattern typically measured?

Q5 = 30-40yds

15-20yds, 30-40yds, 50-60yds

Q6 = mostly decorative

Q6. What is the purpose of brass
bases on contemporary shotgun
shells?
To prevent recoil,
ensure gunpowder force direction, or
mostly decorative

Skeet Leads (American Skeet)
Here are the suggested skeet leads
for a all 8 stations:
Station 1 High House = no lead
Station 1 Low House = 10” - 12”
Station 2 High House = 1’ - 1.5’
Station 2 Low House = 2’ - 2.5’
Station 2 Double = same
Station 3 High House = 4’ - 4.5’
Station 3 Low House = 4’ - 4.5’

Station 4 High House = 4’ - 4.5’

Station 8 High House = no lead

Station 4 Low House = 4’ - 4.5’

Station 8 Low House = no lead

Station 5 High House = 4’ - 4.5’

(these values are a guide only)

Station 5 Low House = 4’ - 4.5’
Station 6 High House = 2’ - 2.5’

.

Station 6 Low House = 1’ - 1.5’
Station 6 Double = same
Station 7 High House = 10” - 12”
Station 7 Low House = no lead

Facility Improvements/Repairs
The club has been in operation for
close to 46yrs now and many aspects
of the grounds need to be improved
and upgraded in order for the membership to continue to enjoy shooting
activities.
Here is a prioritized list of the details that need to be addressed and
upgraded this season with the member’s assistance:
1. Finish the water shelter rebuild;

2. Replace concrete in field 3 stations 6, 7, and 8 to eliminate flooding;
3. Address trap house water accumulation;
4. Re-bury electrical conduit cabling
between fields 3 and 4;
5. Install weather stripping in clubhouse windows to prevent heat loss;
6. Replace snow blower.
There are several other smaller

tasks that need to be completed as
well. The call for member’s assistance
will go out to help with these tasks,
please make the effort to lend a hand.
Thank you.
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